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Do Earth’s clouds have their origin

in deep space?

• Cosmic rays and climate

– Definitions

– Empirical evidence

• Experimental efforts and results

• Does is work in the real atmosphere?



Evolution of SN1993J
SN 1993J VLBI. III. The Evolution of the Radio Shell

M. F. Bietenholz , N. Bartel , and M. P. Rupen

The Astrophysical Journal, 597:374-398, 2003

8.4 GHz, from t = 50d to t = 2787d
5000 AU



What are Cosmic Rays?
Heliosphere, Cosmic Rays and Solar Activity



Cosmic ray shower (Movie)

About 70 muons/s /m2 at the Earths surface 

In 24 hours about 12 million muons goes through a human  body  
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Cosmic rays and climate over the last 10.000 years

Bond et al, Science 294, 2001

Last 1000 years

Little Ice Age

• Little Ice Age is merely the most recent of a dozen such events during

the last 10.000 years
Adapted from Kirkby

According to icecores

CO2 levels has been

constant ~280 ppm



”Since everybody

thought that the

continous crop

faliure was caused

by witches from

devilish hate, the

whole contry

stood up for their

eradication”

Johann Linden

Travis ca. 1590

Cosmic rays and climate over the last millennium



How can STARS influence Climate?

Net effect of clouds is to cool the Earth by about 30 W/m2



Svensmark & Friis-Christensen, JASTP 1997, Svensmark, PRL  1998, Marsh & Svensmark, PRL, 2000. (update 2005)

Link between Low Cloud Cover and Galactic Cosmic Rays?

Solar cycle variation

ISCCP IR Low cloud data 

Calibration?
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If the link is between cosmic rays and clouds, 

what would the mechanism be?

Empirical evidence for a relation between cosmic rays and climate



Cloud Drop

CCN
(Cloud Condensation Nuclei)

CN
(Condensation Nuclei)

UCN
(Ultra Fine Condensation Nuclei)
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Aerosol formation and growth
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Possible link between clouds and cosmic rays

Nucleation process

is unsolved



Cloud Drop
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What is the importance of

IONS ?
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Gamma source Gamma source

Muon detector

 Radon detectorSO2

O3

H2O

Atmospheric conditions!
SKY experiment

2002 - 2006



Steady state experiment

0                    10      20   30  40  50 60

 q (cm-3 s-1)

H2SO4  concentration ~ 2*108 (cm-3) 

O3   ~ 25 ppb

SO2 ~ 300 ppt

RH  ~ 35%

Svensmark et al. Proc. R. Soc. A (2007) 463, 385–396



Does it work in the real atmosphere?

Statements

1. There are always plenty of CCN in the

atmosphere a few more will not matter.

2. It is not important.



Coronal Mass Ejections

Natural experiments for testing the GCR-atmosphere link



A Classic Forbush Decrease



Cloud Killer?

CME January 4, 2002 



5 strongest Forbush decreases: SSM/I data

Liquid water 

content of 

clouds over 

oceans

NOTE: SSM/I data

Ionization change   ~ 10%

Liquid water change ~ 6%

Suggest that a large

fraction of clouds are

influenced by ionization

M ~ 3 Gton



AERONET, SSM/I, MODIS and ISCCP data for 

5 strongest Forbush decreases

Aerosols                                Clouds                              

Liquid water      Liquid cloud fraction       Low Clouds



Cloud Drop

CCN
(Cloud Condensation Nuclei)

CN
(Condensation Nuclei)

UCN
(Ultra Fine Condensation Nuclei)

0.1 μm 10 μm0.01 μm0.001 μm

Size
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Water

Vapors

Ion induced formation of
aerosols
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Typical gas phase Aerosol Cloud 
formation and growth



Variations in Cosmic Ray Flux Cause Variations in Earths Climate.

Cosmic Rays and Climate 

CLIMATECOSMIC RAYS

CLOUDS

Super Novas Star formation

Supported by empirical,

observational, and 

experimental evidence



SN variations and Earths Climate

Svensmark 2008



Although Cosmic ray fluxes are not known so far back in

time, they can be constructed from knowledge of

1) Solar Evolution

2) History of Star Formation Rate in the Milky Way

What about longer time scales, i.e over

the history of the Earth 4.6 Billion years?



Solar Evolution, Star Rate Formation and Cosmic Rays

Svensmark, Astronomical Notes 2006

Starformation, Super Novae and Cosmic Rays



Interaction between  galaxies 



Cosmic Rays and the Biosphere in 4 Billion Years

10 GeV

C = 0.92

Svensmark, Astronomical Notes 2006

Starformation, Super Novae and Cosmic Rays



Hofman and Schrag point to glaciomarine dropstone 

Snowball Earth 



Cosmic Rays and the Biosphere in 4 Billion Years

10 GeV

C = 0.92

Svensmark, Astronomical Notes 2006

Starformation, Super Novae and Cosmic Rays



Conclusion

Variation in cosmic rays are associated with changes in EarthsVariation in cosmic rays are associated with changes in Earths

climate. Strong empirical evidence. (not discussed: long timeclimate. Strong empirical evidence. (not discussed: long time

scales e.g. million of years)scales e.g. million of years)

EvidenceEvidence  suggestsuggest  thatthat  cloudsclouds  areare  thethe  keykey  playerplayer..

New insight to the physical mechanism has been demonstratedNew insight to the physical mechanism has been demonstrated

experimentally and observationallyexperimentally and observationally

•• Involving ions and aerosol formation Involving ions and aerosol formation

•• Linking to clouds and thereby the energy budget of the Earth Linking to clouds and thereby the energy budget of the Earth

••Observations Observations furtherfurther  suggestsuggest  thatthat a large  a large fractionfraction  ofof  cloudsclouds

areare  influencedinfluenced by  by ionizationionization. (6% . (6% changechange in  in liquidliquid  waterwater for a for a

10 % 10 % changechange in  in ionizationionization))

Understanding the cosmic ray climate link could have largeUnderstanding the cosmic ray climate link could have large

implications in our  understanding of climate changes.implications in our  understanding of climate changes.

TheThe  theorytheory  ””CosmicCosmic  raysrays and  and climateclimate”” is  is alivealive and  and strongstrong
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Response in aerosols

and clouds as

function of strength

of all the Forbush

decreases.

NOTE: SSM/I data

Ionization change   ~ 10%

Liquid water change ~ 6%

Suggest that a large

fraction of clouds are

influenced by ionization

M ~ 3 Gton



Prediction

The near future: Cooling

The sun will show how important it is



Cosmic Rays and 1960 -2008 tropospheric temperatures

Average temperature 

between 0-10 km

STEP!



Using the oceans as a calorimeter to quantify the solar radiative forcing

Nir J. Shaviv JGR 2009

Amplitude 5-9 times greater than  from Solar irradiance alone 



Milky Way, Soler System, Spiral Arms

Galactic year ~ 250 myr

Pattern speed ~ 0.5 stellar speed

Overtakes spiral arm 140 myr
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Cosmic rays and spiral arm crossing

Shaviv, PRL (2002)
Million of Years
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Model assumptions

• 4 spiral arms

• Pattern speed

• Thicknes of Halo

• Simple Diffusion model of GCR

• Constrained by Be10 ages

Sagittarius Arm

Scutum-Crux Arm

Norma ArmPerseus Arm



Svensmark A&G 2007

Shaviv & Veizer





summing up

•• Super Nova variations for the past 500 Super Nova variations for the past 500 myrmyr

have be constructed from the number and agehave be constructed from the number and age

of stellar clusters with in 1 of stellar clusters with in 1 kpckpc of the Sun. of the Sun.

•• No prior assumptions about the Milky WayNo prior assumptions about the Milky Way

structure.structure.

•• The variations show a remarkable agreementThe variations show a remarkable agreement

with changes in the climatewith changes in the climate

1.1. Geological evidence of glaciations inGeological evidence of glaciations in

Earths HistoryEarths History

2.2. CO2 variations follow the SN with aCO2 variations follow the SN with a

correlation coefficient of -0.86correlation coefficient of -0.86

•• Solves a serious critique of a link betweenSolves a serious critique of a link between

GCR and climate.GCR and climate.

•• ImplicationsImplications  areare for  for exampleexample::

1.1. Climate on Earth is close linked to theClimate on Earth is close linked to the

Galactic neighborhood of the solar systemGalactic neighborhood of the solar system

2.2. CO2 can not be the driver of climate, if SNCO2 can not be the driver of climate, if SN

are driving climate variations.are driving climate variations.

3.3. Climate sensitivity of CO2 is smaller thanClimate sensitivity of CO2 is smaller than

estimates from climate models (< 1.5 K)estimates from climate models (< 1.5 K)



Sloan & Wolfendale

CLAIMS
1. No effect of Forbush decreases”lattitude” variation

2. Variations show no lattitude effect

3. Wrong sign phaseshift for solar cycle and clouds

ANSWER
1:Wrong: A clear effect

2:Wrong: Effect in 

    agreement with observations

3:Wrong: Effect as expected



Global surface temperature



Change in Cosmic ray flux through 300 years  Clouds must

respond to the

changing

COSMIC

RAY FLUX

There is evidence

from boreholes

suggesting that

clouds have been

forcing the Earth

over the last 6000

years.






